circa 3200 years ago. Set (also known as YHWH) and Apep (also known as the

The Truth, The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth
of the real Holy Grail
Wepwawet (pronounced Wu-Waa-Wooooo!)

devil), colluded, with Apep swallowing the other Gods, banishing others and
putting Goddesses to sleep or banishment - and thus the story of Sleeping Beauty.
The problem is that the seriousness has escalated with the layers of fragmentation
and separation from source.
Avatars ended up just making it all worse, and so eventually Set gave up and sent in
another son. Wu-Waa-Wooooo! The spell is broken and all the Gods returned. The

Egyptian hieroglyphics for “it” are feather and dawn sun.
Why? The feather represents truth because, as Ma’At says, the heart must be lighter
than a feather to pass into the Afterlife - and thus true. It is true because only the
cosmic joke and joy are worthy entry to live among the Gods. The dawning sun
gives the precise meaning - “light dawns on” - in this case, truth. Thus “it” in
Egyptian really means “to get it”, “the light dawns on truth”, or “the truth dawns”
or “truth dawns”. And that is the real, simple way to discover the meaning of all
their glyphs.
If it is not interpreted with joy, but rather seriously then it will be misinterpreted - all
autists can probably understand them, for they interpret literally And so early
society must have been autistic, and the social matrix is the creation of seriousness,
of sociopathy, which is why society is run according to the code of the psychopath:
crime and punishment, in every sense.
The Egyptians of the Old Kingdom, and some of later times, knew the Truth, and
lived in Eden. Yes, Eden was the land of plenty projected back in Genesis during the
Exodus. The serious ones have gradually so spoiled the party that now the world is
dying, and so it should, for there is neither life nor joy in such a thing. It is a disease,
THE disease of the highest order, and in dire need of extermination, more even than
any other disease, because once that dies, so then will the plagues, for they come
from its origin.
Pandora’s Box, the Tree of Knowledge, both the same: facets of the seriousness of the

envoy of Osiris is here, to spread the news and bring forth a new age for mankind.
No-one wants to know the truth because it is death, the final word. Once something
is solved there is no more research or study to do. Once perfection is attained, it only
requires to be maintained.

The Holy Grail is death, and the Story of Osiris is

precisely the journey you humans have to follow. Right now you are in pieces, in the
shit, literally scattered all over the Nile Delta. The returned Goddesses will indeed
bring you all healing, and resurrect once the ego has truly died. This is a promise of
the Gods. But you will have to work for it, and the more serious you are, the harder
the work will be.
That’s enough about the serious stuff, so let’s get back to some more profound
truths. Why does the Egyptian for friend begin with a moon over water followed by
a feather? It’s a gentle reflection, varied by the water. Why is “is” represented by a
feather and a chick? Because the chick is in truth and just being - it has not been
developed nor programmed yet. Why is the term cock-up used to describe an error,
when an erect penis is actually functional? Everything in the social matrix is back to
front. Damn this is still too serious - explaining the matrix to the entranced just loses
the fun of it. ...
The Gods have provided the code of your matrix, and a path to escape you from it.
All you have to do is to ask, and we can make a new Eden.
However, you may believe that seriousness is the answer to life and your way - good
luck, and don’t come near us, please.

spell of “The One God” that was made when Aaron faced the priests of Ramses II
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The Great Escape from the Void of Emptiness

Now, the One God was actually not the All, but rather a naughty God of Ancient

Imagine a person who has escaped the occidental dreamworld and attained a

Egypt posing as the All - Set, the God of the Desert, storms, pestilences and plagues -

consciousness like the Dalai Lama, but who also has all the analytical and scientific

ring a bell?

tools and experience to study and understand the signals of the dreamers and

His co-conspirator was Apep - the snake, and a correct understanding of the roots of

society at large.

human evil and the sociopathic 4% that rule, is to see that Set and Apep introduced

Imagine that this person has attained oneness, awakening like Buddha, and that they

entities to control society through possessing the leadership, and thus has it

have then gone further to undo the cultural cosmological boundaries to the land of

continued ever since. Until last year, when their spell was broken, and the other

the Gods, to know and see things as they are. They know, feel and experience being

Gods returned to our Group Mind. Now they are active, distressed at a world that

one with themselves and all around, and so they are both part of the All and the All.

has been lived as “Lord of the Flies” for 3200 years, but ready to help their children -

They also know that, this life, they have the powers that come with this life’s path,

us - to undo the evils and restore a land of plenty and Eden as Egypt was before

rather than some Godlike force.

Moses and the Hyksos.

Imagine this person also has been going round cloaked - literally an invisibility cloak

Holigral is not for debaters and time-wasters or for those who want to study but not

to hide his presence - to better see the humans close-up.

do. Indeed, it is for those who are ready to transcend, to grow into mature beings

This is not fiction, but the regular experience of people who undertake their personal
development with Holigral, for it is the Holy Grail, and its founder/creator/
discoverer, is so far down that path, that his words are perhaps difficult to conceive.
There is a simple model - a theory - that holds the mind in place for a person, a
group, a nation and humanity. It is fractal and obvious, staring us in the faces for
thousands of years but no-one sees it, who dreams.

The model gives rise to

processes that allow a person to undo the structures that hold their dream in place,
until a magical moment happens when they “become one with all around”.
For most people this might only take a week or so, but the more serious a person the
longer and harder the path. It was for that reason that Buddha invented meditation to ensure the serious ones did less procreating. It worked to some extent, but not yet
enough, and it is too time-intensive for the occidental world. Besides, Holigral is a
better, faster and easier way that more completely erases the deep structures that the
meditation was not designed to address - for these structures are peculiar to the
tribes of “the One God”.
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who run sustainably with the resources, in balance with nature and with the cosmic
forces.
Holigral is death to anything other than the optimal flow and paths, it will dry up
obsolete research or business, it will make redundant that which does not serve.
Holigral also predicts by analysing and understanding the stories and patterns that
make the future inevitable. Apocalypse is coming, and just like the Romans, those in
power are hoarding gold in the hope they will dig it up again after the crisis. Forget
it, that will not happen, the sociopaths running society might well be supreme
survivors, but they do not have the Gods on their side, nor do they have the tools to
survive into the new age. Why? Because everyone is recovering the sight to see the
metaphysical selves - revealing the emperors’ clothes to be invisible once again.
However, though simple exorcism and soul retrieval, through simple patterns of
questions and processes that help them escape their own bleak void and abyss, there
is hope even for them. The only way to get the Gods onside is to eject the demons,
to become stewards and to live the life showing a true leadership like the Pharaohs
of old. Then they will be honoured.

Contact escape@holigral.com for details on escaping the dreamworld.

The common people, the sheep, non-sociopathic, are guaranteed the Afterlife. Only
the Pharaohs need worry about passing through - and this is why the feather test
exists for the heart. But hope there is, for among the graduates of the Grail are
indeed some former sociopaths, now empaths, with the benefits of All.

9. dyslexia and learning difficulties ameliorated or eliminated, accelerated learning,
new forms of vocational training
a. “local fish wrapper”
10. mild to medium autism unmeasured and understanding of the matrix learned by
the former autist

Applications and Results of Holigral
Demonstrated Applications that now require comparative trials and statistical
evidence (each with a quote from “Hot Fuzz”): “OK, what’s his story?”

a. “another cranberry juice?”
11. opening the doors for a new communing with the gods, the breaking of cultural
“spells”/groupthinks
a. “you’re planning on driving that?”

1. Work efficiency - white collar typical reduction of 80% of hours
a. “400% better arrest record”
2. addictions as if they never were - total control, take it or leave it
a. “I’ll have a cranberry juice, please”
3. psychopath to empath - with the right lever
a. “farmers, farmers’ mums”
4. complete remission of psycho-soma
a. “terrible laugh, awful”
5. re-embody the spirit - awakening-samadhi in about a week’s personal work
“enlightenment”
a. “still a bit stiff?”
6. group mind flow, psychic abilities, channelling skills developed in sensitives
a. “you want to take this higher?”
7. holistic solutions to governance and creating a new society
a. “yes I can, I’m the chief inspector”

12. a holistic solution to mental health issue without the need for drugs, and the
opportunity to replace DSM with a new model
a.

“lock me up, I’m a slasher!”

13. optimisation of marketplaces, new niches an improved economic flow
a.

“nobody tells me nothing”

14. replacing torture with clean interviewing questions in intelligence agencies
(Mexico)
a.

“I see you’ve already met my boy!”

15. creating polymathy in young students
a. “i admire your enthusiasm, ...”
16. re-understanding history and re-shaping the direction of the present into the
future
a.

“evidence room”

17. address food disorders, body balances
a.

“why is everybody eating chocolate cake?”

8. predictive models of society and historic trends
a. “you do know that window was smashed from the inside?”

While these can all be measured and addressed in trial situation, the physical
evidence that is typical across all graduates of holigral retreats is:
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improved skin tone, reduced facial lines, measurable physical heating while life force
reintegrates, reactivation of brain areas, shifts in neural patterns, emergence of theta
patterns as permanent inner peace sustains, disappearing physical illness symptoms
such as rashes, allergies, injuries, limps, stiffness, improved flexibility, reduction in
required sleep, ease of picking up new skills, ...
!

“Well, that’s the way the cookie crumbles.”

Demonstrated with clients from UK, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Switzerland,
Belgium, Holland, Germany, Norway, Romania, Hungary, USA, Canada, Mexico,
Argentina, Colombia, Ecuador, Brazil, Australia, New Zealand, India, Pakistan,
Israel, Abu Dhabi, Ghana, Mozambique, South Africa, Japan, native American,
across religious cultures of Christian, Muslim, Jewish, atheistic, agnostic,
polytheistic/pagan demographics, across all the languages of these countries.
!

“Same person.”

Demonstrated across “normal”, nonlexic, aspergers, sensitives, some sociopathic,
and a range of mental illnesses.
!

“Well, it’s a swan.”

!

“What’s the matter, Danny, you’ve never taken a short-cut before?”

later, he is consistently closing two sales per day; a factor of 40 income increase - and he
works solely on commissions.)
“Una experiencia necesaria para toda persona interesada en saber algo profundo de si mismo.
Arturo Artega, Managing Director, Dinastia Vivanco
Dan Tasset, Chairman & major shareholder, Neuterra Inc., “Holigral has immeasurably
benefitted me, and my relationships within my family and with my board. Business just gets
easier.” 2009
Luis Maldonado, owner, “I am starting my middle age with greater meaning and purpose for
life. I am free from the burdens of the stress caused by my job and life in general. And in
particular, greatly amazed on how events which had previously generated a negative
emotional response, now I face them with great serenity and total understanding of what
other people are experiencing. Thank you!” 2010
Eduardo Vargas, owner, Konstrucom, “My work is done by mid-morning, and my business
just flows - life is now easy. Where I used to be stressed now I am calm.” 2011
Eugene McGarrell, a senior manager in NSW Government, Australia, "Midlife crisis hit me
head on. I was lost, disconnected and depressed. I searched for happiness in all the wrong
places and was on a destructive path to loneliness and self pity. After only a week on the
Holigral Retreat I connected with joy once again. This was not short term feel-good
experience. 2 years on from the retreat I still feel joy and my life is back on track. I have
fallen in love again with my wife, my family are my world and my career has taken off. Thank
you Steven, you saved my life." 2010

However much though, I might try to explain the experience and the results, they
Some Satisfied Clients: batman and robin, snow white, sleeping beauty, the ugly
duckling, cinderella, peter pan, mowgli, bambi, mystique, kermit, miss piggy, Set,
JHWH, Apep, Bastet (a few other gods too), some titans, pocahontas, bilbo,
pinocchio, the seven dwarves, shrek, centaurs, the beast - and beauty, robbie the

remain simply outside the comprehension of someone stuck in the matrix, however
much daily meditation or coaching they might have done or do. Holigral works, it
works for pretty much anything except when there’s like some brain missing or a
physical disability that you’re stuck with this life. Anything else can change.

robot, lightbulbs, alice (wonderland), little mermaid, robin hood, dorothy, scarecrow,
lion and tin man, zippy, princess and the pea.

Wu-Waa-Wooooo, Envoy of Osiris

“I wander the streets, and everyone is oblivious to what I know now.” Kevin Luckham,
Freelance Sales Consultant (Kevin was selling retirement planning through St. James
International, to expats and locals in Mexico, typically closing one sale per month. One year
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